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Past Perfect: Re-Discovering
‘India’ in Comics

I

n the wake of a renewed interest in popular visual cultures
and related issues of identity-formation in the Indian nation-state and
postcolony in the last twenty years or thereabout, I turn to a comic book
series of mid-late twentieth century named Amar Chitra Katha (‘Immortal
Pictorial Tales’, rough-and-ready translation, hereafter ACK), published since
1967 from Mumbai – also the finance and film capital of post-independence
India. Regular publication of new issues stopped in early 1991 when the ACK
title on Nehru could not break even; new titles have been published less
frequently since then1. Originally published by India Book House (IBH), ACK
holds the distinction of being the highest-grossing product in this category
within India, and has been acquired by ACK Media Limited since November
2007. The company also owns Tinkle, a leading children’s magazine previously
owned by IBH. First written in English and subsequently translated in other
regional languages as well as foreign languages in some cases, ACK has also
been remarkably popular with the ‘diasporic’ Indian community. Popular ACK
titles are presently available for downloading in Apple iTunes and iBooks stores,
as well as Amazon Kindle, Java, Blackberry and Android platforms as there
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are cellphone-based games featuring ACK (and Tinkle) characters2. Even before
the explosion of digital media (meta)content inaugurated a whole new regime
of signs and hypertexts, ACKs were available in other mass media formats
such as audiocassettes and (briefly, in partnership with UTV) prime time
television. The career of ACK as edificatory ephemera, an unusual disciplinary
apparatus for the formally educated middle-class child through the troubled
decades of seventies and eighties, pries open the postcolonial (Nehruvian)
state’s vision of the child as the future citizen-subject – normative foundation
of subjectivities inhabited then and for democratic politics being practiced
now.
As is well-known, ACK comic books mostly retell stories surrounding
Puranic heroes and historical characters. These iconic figures vary from
founders of Maurya and Gupta dynasties of yore (e.g. Ashoka or Chandragupta),
nearly four millennia of Muslim rule (e.g. Babur, Akbar or Rana Pratap), to
political visionaries, leaders and army generals taking part in the struggle for
independence during the British rule (e.g. Rani Laxmibai, Savarkar or Mahatma
Gandhi) with a notable emphasis on what we might call the emotionally charged
vocabulary of armed struggle3. Such political and religious biographies apart,
ACK retell fictional and dramatic works belonging to high literature and folktales
from various corners of the country. Scholarly appreciations of ACK often
focus on the simplistic, nonetheless ‘mythical’ in a Barthesian sense, packaging
of history within colored panels and transmission of potentially hegemonic
values4. Put simply, although ACK appears often as a reference point in
discussions of Indian postcoloniality or popular print culture, its illustrations
are deemed flat and regular, and its storytelling is seen to impose (largely
‘Hinduized’ and gendered) standards of a fictive ‘Indian’ identity in the service
of the nation-state. In other words, ACK’s representation/interpretation of
history is seen as directly feeding into civic ideals of good behavior and
citizenship.
Three characters in search of a past
Here I take up two books, namely An Exciting Find and The Indus Valley
Adventure (EF and IVA afterwards)5, that perform, within the ACK oeuvre, the
task of re-writing history in the most direct manner possible. By their own
admission, the books were meant to be an experiment rather late in ACK’s
career. Let me quote from the foreword to the former: “To a young student,
history is often a jumble of facts and figures, dates and dynasties, packed
between the covers of textbooks. Such drab compilations seldom give a clue to
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the culture, life style and ethos of people during their time. In this new series,
an attempt is made to bring alive the history and culture of India … [T]he
focus is not on the heroes of our history but rather on the people who produced
them …” Written by Yagya Sharma and illustrated by Yusuf Lien (aka
Bangalorewala) and Ramanand Bhagat6, these books were published in October
1990, and priced at Rs. 6 – well within the reach of the (then) educated,
white-collar middle class. Clearly, these were intended as enjoyable
alternative(s) to syllabus-oriented textbook approach to imparting historical
knowledge within the four walls of school/classroom. Before moving on to a
close look at the books themselves, we might note the kind of seriousness with
which ACK, a popular comic book brand, wanted to exploit its disseminating
potential: as a reformist alternative or corrective to ‘institutional’ pedagogy.
Both EF and IVA are distinctive in terms of storytelling and characters.
They do not adopt the biographical mode but an Enid Blyton-like adventure
story featuring two urbane, fashionably dressed youngsters – the siblings called
Vijay and Durga would clearly resemble actual readers of ACK. They are
accompanied on a holiday trip to an Indus Valley excavation site (‘ruins’) by
their grandfather: an amateur archeologist who
resembles every inch his sahib counterpart from
colonial days in his light khakis and beret. Vijay
complains of getting restless and ‘bored’, although
when told that objects found at the site were “at
least 3,750 years old” he finds it exciting. The
trio goes around the mounds picking up objects
at their own will in this natural museum.
The youngsters soon hit upon a marvel, a
switchboard-like device in the bushes – they
assume the gadget to be left behind by some
“foreign tourist” – that turns out to be a time
machine7! After putting it to an initial test, they
decide to take the giant leap, not forward, but
Fig. 1
back to the time of Indus Valley Civilization.
They are exceedingly watchful for their young age. At first, they travel to
the instant where they are then, making no change in their space-time existence;
then go back by little over an hour; when they finally decide to go back to the
‘actual’ time of Indus Valley – the ‘archeological past’ of where they are located
– they take along a host of tools (scales, weights, compass) to bring back objects
that would be valuable to their grandfather8. They also find a play-tool, an
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earthen (‘terracota’) whistle, through which they communicate with their valley
peers. Upon arriving, the siblings befriend a boy of their age, Vala, who guides
them around the busy streets and the marketplace bustling with people. The
young ‘visitors’ turn out to be quite
methodical in unearthing minute
details about the ‘civilization’. They
measure the width of the roads and
the weights used for selling goods
and agricultural produce, assess
their corresponding measures on
(modern) metric scales, and visit
shops to find out the variety of items
Fig. 2
being sold9.
In other words, excavation and collection of objects turn the location into
a veritable ‘national history’ museum.
Vijay and Durga also meet a bully named Dasu and frighten him away by
bursting crackers they were given for celebrating the festival of Diwali. When
an astonished Vala asks what it is, he is told that these are made of gunpowder.
When he enquires further, Durga tells him “You have to wait for at least 3000
years to know what gunpowder is.” That, of course, adds to Vala’s bewilderment.
Later, when Vala asks about the metric scale, he is told that he would have to
wait 3,790 years to know and understand what that is. Another such episode
occurs, to the delight of everyone present at Vala’s house, when they talk
about the pressure cooker. Again, the technology makes perfect sense to the
mother-homemaker of the Valley – only lacking
in its modern appellation.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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This radical ‘foreknowledge’, the unique privilege of belonging to the future
while partaking of the ‘past’ as formative origin and ‘heritage/inheritance’ in
that capacity – as one’s own-ed past – is the specific (ideological) upshot of
these comic books. This hindsight, or retroactive continuity, is the a priori condition
of disseminating (historical) knowledge, ACK-style. What is more, as this
‘knowledge’ appears to move in both directions (Indic past/ modern India,
‘adventure’ or ‘story’-time/ ‘narration time’, Valley peers/ modern young adultadventurers and so on) along the axis of time, linked to the single diegetic act,
diachrony is contained within synchrony; space substitutes time; but crucially,
this ‘space’ assumes a temporal dimension through the ‘trip’ which in turn
becomes an image of memory, an excursus in ‘thick nostalgia’ – an imagination
of vertical depth where duration operates as the paradigmatic and modular
temporal form. Time is embedded in the plot and logically appropriated or
(re-)distributed among racial-national memory (Indic/Indus valley archetype),
disciplinary grid of history (‘realistic’ portrayal of the ‘past’), and the present
(of reading/consuming ACK-as-product as immediate ground of identification
with the siblings on time-travel)10. Hence the vocation of the grandpa assumes
particular value: archeology is not only a specialized branch (in aid) of ‘scientific/
scientistic history’ (anthropology, paleontology or numismatics could make
similar truth-claims) but credited – not least of all, etymologically – with the
singular and absolute authority of making arche’ possible, of articulating the
authentic Origin here writ large in secular framework11.
It is here, then, that ACK’s attempt at cultural revival (Pai’s self-proclaimed
program) takes its most radical turn12 – personified in the elderly figure of the
(amateur) archeologist grandpa and personalized through the story-within-story
device of the ‘trip’ to a distant, glorious past – located, rehearsed and
‘acknowledged’ as the wellspring of Indian civilization at the turn of the twentyfirst century. We need to examine the ideological commitments and implications
of this recursive gesture, and understand the histoire at work here as the key
(arguably) to a shared past – a strategic experiment in narrating and eking out
a common ancestry – and a ‘common sense’ in the final instance13. At a
particularly critical period for the (officially) secular Indian state in the
aftermath of anti-Sikh riots following Indira Gandhi’s assassination, growing
popular involvement and religious intolerance in the Babari Musjid/Ram
Janambhoomi controversy, and the Shah Bano case, to name a few, ACK’s
evocation of ancient civic legacy becomes a reiteration of Hindu identity14.
The siblings, however, are not without their share of ‘alienation’. Towards
the end of IVA, they visit Vala’s house and share a meal of porridge. Being
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reared in a western-educated household and English-medium school, they
provide much amusement to their
Valley peers by calling their parents
‘mummy-daddy’. Their genteel
manners make them sit with their
hands folded before a bowl of soup,
wondering how they can have it
without a spoon, while kids of the
Valley civilization are happy to gulp
it down with sharp ‘slurp!’ sounds15.
And in the very end of IVA, they Fig. 5
tr y to stop animal sacrifice
(presumably because Vala’s cherished pet is the
one on the altar) by using a microphone to fake
the voice of the god who is to be appeased through
ritual yajna, but are caught in the act16. Vijay also
suffers a head-wound at the end of EF at the hand
of the ‘bad boy’ Dasu and jokingly tell the grandpa
(in the beginning of IVA) that it is a wound
endured “exactly 3,990 years ago” – and keep
the thrill of the secret adventure alive17. His
consolation is also a textual condition, as he puts
it to his sister at the end of EF: “We have both
time and a time-transporter.”
Fig. 6

Framing past, claiming future
We leave the story, as also the story-within-a story of the time-warp, here
to consider the specifics of the generic features of comic book in this case, its
storytelling technique and visual
form in other words, as well as the
larger textual-ideological function
or ‘valence’ – as popular reading
material at the turn of 1990.
Distinctive (though by no means
uncommon) visual cues are often
used to indicate a narrated past
(often starting with a montage or
dissolve) within the first-level Fig. 7
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narration as in a (realist) film, and panels are designed differently to
communicate individual point[s]-of-view or ‘stream of consciousness’, and
shifts therein. In the plate above, for example, three such graphic devices are
used to create that effect, roughly corresponding to three different narrators:
thought-bubbles (the grandpa, as seen in the 3rd
panel of the second page, starts his narration, a
lesson on people and habitat of ancient India
along the lines of classic Indological treatise, with
a thought-cloud like Vijay)18, emblematic face in
the gutter and regular-sized panels in curved lines.
The following plate is another good example of
how, to meet the demands of this science-fictional
content intended specifically for that purpose (all
other ACKs, after all, re-tell stories culled from
different sources), the graphic form introduces
variations in, as well as between, the panels –
befitting the usual (i.e., North American) ‘action
comics’ language but rare in the ACK oeuvre. It
Fig. 8
takes an exceptional plot to prove the rule for ACK, one that belies the rare
degree of deliberate consistency with which the comics-medium is otherwise
treated. But we could add in the same breath that these formally experimental
ACK narratives are also the ones least liberating, ideologically. As the awestruck
faces in the foreground occupying the central gutter-space open on to a
breathtaking vista of the (planned) cityscape with geometrically designed
structures, the reader only has the option of identifying with (literally) the
bird’s eye-view – but that is only the first, literal level of focalization. The
differently (and no doubt attractively) designed visual (panels flowing from
centre-to-margins rather than conventionally, left-to-right and top-to-bottom)
end up by representing this first-hand foray into the past as a do-it-yourself
version of an ‘ancient history’ lesson. As should be clear by now, the kids’
adventure serves as an elaborate metaphor, or second-order wish-image, of
reading ACK itself, hence also as a metafictional trope. Interpellation in this
case, need I add, takes place through controlling the viewer’s consciousness
(or ‘sensation’) almost as in a controlled dream – through the ‘white magic’ of
reading19.
Turning to other ACK issues, one can think of Shantala or Andamaney Bir
Savarkar where short, illustrated, non-fictional reportage-literature – much
like the promotional brochures handed out to tourists – on Hoysal-era Halebid,
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Belur and Somnathur temples
under the said queen’s auspices and
the Andaman islands (titled Kalapani
in Bengali, comprising a short,
selective historical information on
resident tribes and their zoological/
botanical habitat) respectively – is
placed within the text20. Although
different in terms of narrative
strategy in relating the factual Fig. 9
evidence (as in a photograph) with that of the comics-narrative of historical
fiction, thereby producing a truth-effect of the story, it serves as a related
example of directing/constructing ‘reading experience’. What is achieved by
mixing representational modes in these two cases just cited above, is
incorporated in EF and IVA in the realist idiom of adventure as in a ‘reality
show’.
Ideology directs us to the question of (state) apparatus operating through
this unlikely, lowbrow material in a (relatively) late stage of print culture. The
break, aided here by the chance discovery and instrumental application of the
sci-fi device as a catalyst of cognitive action21,22 occurs in positing a template
of identity – even a subjectivity – for our heroes, the representative (middleclass) young siblings. Coming in late 1990, these texts signal a timely move
towards a new model of citizen-subject perceptibly different from that of the
days of Nehruvian welfare state and also, if you will, the ‘strong’ nation-state
model of the Indira regime. For the ‘generation next’ of 1990, the state is no
longer interventionist but growing catalytic: detached from an earlier
enthusiasm of prized possession and loyalty, and dispersed on to a ‘common
sense’ of ancestry and culture23. It is here that its ‘presence’ has acquired a
citability/citationality of a different kind than that of textbook chapters or
formulaic sermons of nationalism – no longer the repetitive, labored litany of
‘unity in diversity’ but a ground/ matrix of forging identity, a[n] [al]location or
affiliation of ‘culture’. From the manifest bulwarks of built institutions
(Nehruvian ‘shrines of modernity’, e.g., public sector companies and
manufacturing industries, IITs and universities, infrastructure such as asphalt
roads and hydro-elctricity), the (Indian) state apparatus has entered the order
of an ‘everyday eminence’ of mythic signature. The state apparatus in ACK,
initially an adjunct of the older nation-state combine that Pai sought to
popularize among youngsters growing increasingly indifferent to their cultural
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roots (or so he thought), has moved, as a matter of visual allusion or normative
symbolic association, from iconic (and largely Hindu) mythological figures to
images of workaday, historico-archeological past that two siblings travel through.
This phase of nation-state apparatus, in turn, is accompanied (in the Indian
case) during late 80-early 90’s by two historically contiguous politico-economic
movements/turns: onset of neo-liberal economy and rise of the Hindu right.
This is not the occasion to reflect further on the exact nature of this conjuncture
other than one, and my last, observation in this section: that the choice of
urbane youngsters as protagonists or heralds of this “autonomous
individual(ism)-in-weak state” model is strategic because of at least two reasons.
One, that both like (and unlike, if we think of the changed historical context)
the framed picture/ popular visual motif of the ‘bonny baby’ placed against
the map of the soon-to be freed country/‘motherland’ during late nineteenth
and early twentieth century, the child/young adult as promissory symbol of
things to come remains inexhaustible – indeed it is a meta-image or ‘grand/
master sign’ that can ceaselessly accommodate thoroughly different and
(internally) diverse content – the chief reason for her being a direct, if
unproblematic, metonym of nation-state. Second, the naturalist idiom of comic
book action provides a truth-effect (or a modicum of that at any rate). The
artistic freedom of the medium in this case is not simply connected with the
hegemonic potential of this print material, meaning that it is context-specific
and changes accordingly24. The choice and ‘syntax’ of ACK-version graphic
realism, while familiarizing strange civilizations and stranger people, also
imposes a ‘fold’ by turning memory into a necessary adjunct of calibrated,
linear time. The knowledge of past does not appear as particular, hence
potentially variable or adaptable, art harnessed to individualized use (the
historian’s, or the archivist’s, craft for example, leaving out personal acts of
remembrance that are hardly bound by any law or predictability whatsoever),
but as pre-loaded nugget of knowledge, a micro-episteme, that has to be
consumed totally or indiscriminately – conversely perhaps we could also call
that ‘systematized amnesia’ – passed on as a matter of national/generational
bequest whence the (would-be) subject, after Benjamin, in an age of
information encountered at an unprecedented speed, herself stands
uncounselled25.
‘Time out of joint’?
In the concluding section, we will reflect on three main points, or shall we
say themes, thrown up by these exceptional ACK issues that have had significant
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bearings on the broad (nonetheless interrelated) structure/s of subjectivities,
as well as its attendant disciplinary boundaries, recommended for the whitecollar middle-class in, and in relation to, the then nation-state. Insofar as this
structure or template necessarily involved a particular orientation in daily sociopolitical behavior and implied symbolic inheritance of culture and identity,
making both historical tools and actors out of us, certain general insights emerge
as regards the nationalist imagination of history, incarnated in (present) archival
traces of ‘our’ (absent) past and ‘scientifically’ recovered, as also hints at its
potential future – we will see how. To put it in the language of the poet, we look
into the ‘seeds of time’.
The first observation pertains to a popular perception of Science,
represented here in the fantastic form of sci-fi device (“left by [some]
foreigner”) as a figuration of Fetish that assists historical knowledge of one’s
own past. The child-adventurer/ reader discovering the past is trapped in its
‘originary’ power, enthralled as it were in the ‘white magic’ of the ‘machine’
producing Enlightenment/universal temporality – the ‘empty’ time proposed
by Benjamin. Investing past/history with radical foreknowledge of one’s own
identity results in mythic codification: what Barthes calls an ‘impoverishment’
of meaning because it is too full on the side and empty on the other. We, as
readers, witness the transformation of history into an immanent archive of
memory, (re)presented as a symbolic ‘site’ or register rather than a place with
space-time specifics; inscribed and coded as a trope rather than a description26.
Recursive pattern/logos of memory-history has the same apparent, untranscended
event-materiality (‘physis’ or second ‘nature’, after Benjamin’s ‘Artwork’ essay)
as that of the fetish and cannot be overcome, after Will Pietz27. Following
Pietz’s ascription of the fetish to orientalist endeavors of western science, the
arbitrary use of the sci-fi device here might be read as a counter-orientalist
move. However, from a different angle, we can detect a logical continuity or
complementarity.
Felt time or temporality is evenly distributed along historical axis, recasting
people and objects homogeneously, and turning Indus Valley into a site of
voluntary memorization for the child-citizen who must access it via her
membership of the memory-nation-state triad28. It results in the collapse of
the duree’ of memory (‘reading experience’ and the siblings’ ‘adventure’ are
structurally cognate) and the universally accepted, scientific quantity of modern
(‘western’) temps. History is replaced by, or better still – if we take our cue
from Koselleck – brought within the ambit of, universal historiography of ‘progress’,
a single collective temporal concept for addressing all particular histories. The
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child as potential citizen, fittingly, acts as a conduit, playing her designated
role rather than exercising choice. Her cognition, and subsequent growth, is
pre-determined or at least overdetermined by the structure s/he is to inhabit.
The (middle-class) child adventurer/reader of ACK is the new citizen-subject
of the liberal ‘weak state’ – the shape of things to come in late 1990s. She is
about as free as the rational, calculative homo economicus is, and guided in the
same way as the ‘invisible hand’ in Adam Smith’s modern state of wealth leads
her on the royal road to subjectivity back and forth, from socio-cultural ancestry
(history as positivist ‘social science’ discipline, history as ‘Originary past’ or
sacred foundation; the catch-phrase/ punch-line for brand ACK, ‘the route to
your roots’ was coined by Ogilvy and Mather for these two issues) to promissory
advancement of civilization, ‘market’ principle as a morally superior form of
political economy, and ‘progress’ of her own racial stock. S/he is the proper,
even the ur-, subject of post-Darwinian social anthropology recast in the
narrative of modern capital. The child-figure is chosen both as protagonist
and augurs the symbolic function of returning to the childhood of Indian
civilization as it were; in the latter case, s/he is as much a cog in the machine as
s/he is the necessary activation energy that keeps the machine running – born
as subject. S/he is “endowed with a weak messianic power”, after Benjamin.
One last suggestion, call it an insinuation or pure conjecture, and I should
say that I am thinking aloud here. If the Indus valley ‘civilization’ is seen/
interpreted as our pre-history, bringing the inhabitants – men, women and
children, people walking the streets or performing daily chores, artisans working
or selling things in the market with standardized civic laws and regulations in
place – under the same aegis of calibrated time and same daily, familial situations
as ours (for only such similarities would make them familiar through
representation), what does the valley populace stand for? The question is
important because ultimately their representation is to be formally understood/
‘realized’ as (con)figuration. In my opinion, from the point of current sociopolitical situation that bears a legacy of economic policies and related changes
in terms of demographic categories introduced since late 1980s29, this
population illustrates an ‘early modern’ city-state (polis). Straight roads and
geometric design, organized market and foreign trade, public distribution
systems and facilities such as central granary and bathhouse, homogeneously
designed residence buildings/architecture, common weights and measures,
neatly embossed seals and coins for transparent operation of the ‘market
principle’ as a guarantee of centrally controlled (‘autonomous’) welfare
governance (laissez faire or ‘level playing field’ etc.) – all point to a liberal
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economic model that was introduced formally (i.e. as a matter of state policy)
in post-Independence India in 1991. The Indus Valley of ACK assumes
particular significance from this perspective: as liberal India’s own ‘angel of
history’, contra Benjamin’s pensive muse.
References:
1

The last ACK to have appeared is Jim Corbett in July 2012. Reportedly, issues on N. R.
Narayana Murthy, A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, Dhirubhai Ambani and Sachin Tendulkar are in the
offing.
2
These are technically known as Massively Multiplayer Online Role-playing Games
(MMORPG). ACK Media, in partnership with Cartoon Network, has recently launched a
stereoscopic 3D animation movie titled The Sons of Rama – Heroes will Rise. Since 2009, they
have also been producing another series called ACK Junior for pre-school kids, animation
DVDs featuring various ACK tales, and audiobooks called ‘Karadi Tales’ where Bollywood
film stars read out tales for little toddlers.
3
Although I say ‘vocabulary’, I mean to include the ‘moving’ images done in a realist-naturalist
vein that often assume mythic proportions, such as Bhagat Singh’s bombing of the British
Parliament before distributing leaflets or ‘Master-da’ Surya Sen’s loot of the Chittagong
armoury. Comic book genre combines words and visuals (including graphic translations or
short-hands of sound, space, mental and other state-effects, other than emblematic formal
devices such as bubbles and balloons) to achieve the full mimetic effect of ‘action’ depicted
therein. Constant verbal-visual relay among paneling, illustrations, gutter and page design,
resulting in a high degree of semiotic assemblage, turns the typical comic book into a ‘total
text’. The visual form that approximates the comic book model of semiotic play and production
of intertextual ‘meaning’ is animation rather than the classic realist film or television.
4
Occasional scholarly appraisals of ACK have been appearing, mostly in Religious Studies and
Popular Culture Studies departments of US academia, since mid-90’s. A well-argued ideological
critique of ACK as endorsing chauvinist, Hindu right values is Nandini Chandra, The Classic
Popular: Amar Chitra Katha, 1967-2007 (New Delhi: Yoda Press, 2008). Other than Chandra,
India’s Immortal Comic Books: Gods, Kings, and Other Heroes (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 2009) by Karline McLain, and Sculpting a Middle Class: History, Masculinity and the Amar
Chitra Katha in India (New Delhi: Routledge, 2010) by Deepa Srinivas adopt a similar stance.
5
The books are numbered 430 and 432 respectively.
6
Bangalorewala drew the first and Bhagat did the second. The cover of EF is by R. S. Umrotkar.
Yusuf Lien, a rare and accomplished Muslim free-lance artist employed by the ACK team who
also did Jawaharlal Nehru: The early years and Mirabai, has nowadays devoted to religious
calligraphic art only.
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7

The Orient-Occident binary could not have been more orientalist than this. The foundereditor Anant Pai in his interview with the present author – it is a well-known account narrated
umpteen times in many a newspaper report as well – recounts that the primary inspiration
behind ACK was his heartfelt pessimism (perhaps ‘ressentiment’ would be a better description)
at watching a quiz show on television in New Delhi during mid-60’s. Young adult boys from
a certain well-known English-medium school could not answer a relatively simple question
on Ramayana (these minute details might marginally vary from one report/interview to another
for such is the formal nature of anecdotes) but did so successfully when it came to Greek
mythology. Pai’s urge to restore this ‘lack’ soon became an agenda of lifetime. The young
siblings’ intuitive observation on the sci-fi device, if anything, would connote a regression for
Pai and ACK’s avowed purpose. Moving on to a different point, adopting the general thematic
of time-warp or time-travel as entry point to the main crux-story – a leitmotif in many sciencefiction works starting with H. G. Wells – is about as close ACK gets to the literary genre. In
other words, it could be argued that the time-machine device performs a purely instrumental
role in these ACK narratives, i.e. minus the imaginative felicity or speculative quality of good
sci-fi literature (Arthur C. Clarke, Le Guin), not to speak of the modernist fascination for the
unknown and the uncanny (Ballard, Philip K. Dick).
8
This might remind us of the tools of (imperial) power-knowledge employed by Napoleon in
its most organized, and certainly the most well-known, form during the general’s ‘scientific’
invasion of Egypt and Syria (1798-1801). Napoleon took along (literally) an army of lawyers,
geologists, mathematicians, engineers, cartographers, natural scientists and cultural emissaries
for the purpose – planning to ‘export’ the Enlightenment and the Code Napoleon wholesale
in a stupendous feat of ambition and strategy. He also introduced the Printing Press in Egypt,
other than setting up libraries, laboratories and such civic-social foundations/institutions of
cultural hegemony.
9
Two figurines, of a dancing woman in yakshi-like pose and an old man (sometimes referred
to as the ‘priest-king’), actual ‘finds’ from Indus Valley excavations that regularly appear in
history textbooks and informational/promotional literature intended for tourists, are seen in
one such shop. Apart from such opportune objects, dress, headgear and ornaments of people
roaming the streets – not to speak of the buildings and occasional bullock carts – make up the
realistic ‘feel’ of the distant past “coming alive”, as promised in the preface. The youngsters
from Indus Valley and the boy-girl duo from the present do not encounter any problem in
communicating in English – a necessary condition of almost all historical fiction.
10
That realist fiction produces its quasi-autonomous temporal flow/order is an academic
commonplace at least since Lukacs. For a detailed discussion of Bengali young adults’ adventure
fiction as a middlebrow literary genre reifying colonial pedagogic models owned up by the
nationalist bourgeoisie, see Sibaji Bandyopadhyay, Gopal-Rakhal Dwandosamas: Upanibeshbad o
Bangla Shishusahitya (Kolkata: Papyrus, 1991).
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11

It is indeed tempting to go back to the definitive, paradigmatic language of the Christian
creation myth (Gospel of St. John): “In the beginning was the Word ...”. On a variant note,
one that still retains relevance here, Agamben has often drawn attention to the theocratic
origin of the notion of commandment in Roman antiquity – how arche’ and logos collaborate
as (fundamentally) divine attributes in founding the economy of authority. I cite a passage
where he expounds the disciplinary link between archeology and history, and Time as a category
interlinking them: “In the perspective of the philosophical archaeology proposed here,
the arkhé towards which archaeology regresses must not be understood in any way as an
element that can be situated in chronology (not even one with a large grid, of the sort used in
prehistory); it is, rather, a force that operates in history – much in the same way in which
Indo-European words express a system of connections among historically accessible languages,
in which the child in psychoanalysis expresses an active force in the psychic life of the adult, in
which the big bang, which is supposed to have originated the universe, continues to send
towards us its fossil radiation. But the arkhé is not a datum or a substance. It is much rather
a field of bipolar historical currents within the tension of anthropogenesis and history, between
point of emergence and becoming, between arch-past and present. And as such—that is to
say, to the extent to which it is something that it is necessarily supposed to have factually
happened, and which yet cannot be hypostatized in any chronologically identifiable event—
it is solely capable of guaranteeing the intelligibility of historical phenomena, of ‘saving’ them
archaeologically within a future perfect, yet not grasping its (in any case unverifiable) origin,
but rather its history, at once finite and untotalizable.” in G. Agamben, ‘Philosophical
Archaelogy’ (Law and Critique, Nov. 2009, 211-225). See also his The Kingdom and the Glory
(trans. by L. Chisea, Stanford University Press, 2011).
12
The word ‘radical’ (adj.) is used in its older etymological sense, meaning “of, or relating to,
a root/ roots” (from Latin radix, radicalis) and in that sense ‘primary’, ‘inherent’ or ‘fundamental’,
that still survives in Linguistics to refer to the morpheme (or etymon) of a word. The current
(everyday) sense of (socially/ politically) ‘radical’, meaning ‘progressive’, ‘extreme’ or ‘farth
reaching’, occurs in early 19 century (OED). The word was also used during the European
Renaissance with reference to the moisture/humor that characterized every living animal.
13
Defined in Selections from the Prison Notebooks (Hyderabad: Orient Blackswan, 1996) variously
as the “philosophy of non-philosophers”, “an ambiguous, contradictory and multiform
concept” (i.e. under-theorized, as opposed to ‘philosophy’ or ‘science’), and as belonging
properly to the ‘active-man-in the-mass’. It could create a ground for consensus and become
hegemonic. Arguably, Gramsci’s own pronouncements are more relevant to ‘common-ness’
than ‘sense’ (sensate data) but we might need to be more cautious here. The blind spot, so to
speak, might lie in ideology’s capacity to mobilize ‘common sense’ and the need (for Gramsci
as a commentator/interpreter of, and in favor of, Marxism) for a ‘philosophy of praxis’ to
evolve just enough to become counter-hegemonic which would become another, this time
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(presumably) a better or desirable ‘common sense’ theory – the task lying ahead of the Modern
Prince and the ‘organic intellectual’. ‘Common sense’ is inchoate since every commoner is a
philosopher, albeit inarticulate because it is spontaneous; and ‘good sense’ – a proximate yet
different term for him – is roughly correspondent to daily pragmatics.
14
Perhaps we need to qualify this statement although it is a common charge leveled at ACK,
other than being discriminatory towards women. I am talking not of Hindu identity as such, in
any case a default ethnic marker, but Hinduism as religious ideology of an intolerant kind
often directed against the Muslim stereotype. This congealment can be traced back to midth
late 19 century. If we look at the frequency with which the Muslim/Turk stereotype (often
with a crooked beard) populates the world of ACK, we can say two things: the bias is reflected
at the level of iconography and recurring thematic of heroic Hindu resistance against Muslim
invasions; and, the tacit Hindu majoritarianism of the Indian post-colonial state often coming
to light through apparently protective or exceptional measures, e.g. Shah Bano case, plays an
indirect but complementary role, (at least) as ideological context.
15
This, of course, is a counter-stereotype to the community-life of their ‘traditional’ ancestorpeers. I need not repeat that these are Pai’s target audience, or at least were when ACK began
(see n. 7).
16
One might be reminded of The Prisoners of the Sun where Tintin successfully, and infamously
from the point of racial bias, dupes the Inca chief by faking to command solar eclipse, or
similar comic-farcical episodes in Bollywood films such as Sholay.
17
Whether we choose or not to read the ‘wound’ as a symptom, it is the only visible ‘human’,
and ambivalent, mark of historical time as such, the ‘real’ proof of the fantastic time-warp –
semiotically cognate with archeological ‘finds’.
18
Grandpa’s ‘historical’ account differs from (or, viewed differently, provides a counterpoint
to) his grandchildren’s report of hyperreal ‘experience’ – he comes closest to the structural
narrator-consciousness (presumably) because of his scientific, evidential (positivist-presentist)
cognition/construction of past – in that he is both the judge and the historian.
19
The ‘logic’ in this text, like the magic/spell of time-travel, is constructed after the fact – like
that of a dream. A certain displacement and subsequent arrangement (of things, events) has
to take place before that link is founded.
20
These were written/arranged often by Swarna Khandapur, who also wrote children’s books
like A Vision of India (Mumbai: Navneet Publications, 1997), Bumper Quiz Book on India (BPI
India Private Ltd., New Delhi, 2002), Little Known Facts about India, Nobel Laureates (Mumbai:
Navneet Pub., 1999) etc.
21
The term ‘catalyst’, more specifically ‘catalysis’, was coined by the pioneering Swedish
chemist Berzelius to refer to the effect produced in facilitating a chemical reaction by the
presence of a substance which itself undergoes no permanent change. The translation of
Berzelius’ essay in the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal no. 21 (1836), p. 227 reads:
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“Many substances ... possess the power of exercising upon compound bodies an influence
essentially distinct from chemical affinity, an influence which consists in the production of a
displacement, and a new arrangement of their elements, without their directly and necessarily
participating in it ... In defining it a new power ... I shall designate it ... the catalytic power of
bodies; and the decomposition it produces I shall call catalysis.” (OED, italics original).
22
That is, if we follow the scriptwriter’s prologue to EF, as shown in PLATE 1. Although their
own solution to the problem was/is not always the most rewarding, ACK should be thanked at
least for drawing our attention to the problem of repetitive and unexciting textbooks used in
formal schools/classroom already in the 1970s. Other available books in this segment, like
those published by the NBT or CBT, were lacking in wide penetration (not available outside
urban centers or, still worse in the case of NBT that received regular official financial aid and
other infrastructural facilities – owning dedicated printing machinery and warehouses for
example – only from designated sales counters in bigger metros which would usually amount
to one such outlet per state/union territory at the most) and enthusiastic sales promotion.
23
I do not suggest that the emergent mode of governance/governmentality – at that point a
lately introduced liberal approach that insists on autonomous parameters of conduct –
completely replaces/supplants the earlier ones or these are, for all practical purposes, mutually
exclusive. Dominant, emergent and residual forms (after Raymond Williams) can and do coexist at any given point and operate by different combinations, at times also locked against
each other.
24
th
th
Kristeva, for example, writing on the noted transitional (13 -14 c., overlapping the ‘Middle
Ages’ and Italian/ Florentine Renaissance) Italian painter Giotto, observes that the iconic
(representational) quality of Christ or similar divine ‘personalities’ is predicated on the
immanence (normatively) associated with them. Conversely, the lesser mortals and devil/
‘vice’ figures could be taken liberty with – accounting for their realistic, distinctive portrayal,
and popular appeal. Students of literature are also familiar with similar critical commonplaces
as regards Milton’s portrayal of Satan in the Puritan-Christian verse epic Paradise Lost. It is
possible to argue along a similar line in case of these two ACK issues under discussion since
the signature visual style of ACK owes its clumsy flatness largely to a similar visual style in their
mythological issues – certainly their mainstay in terms of sales turnover. See Kristeva, ‘Giotto’s
Joy’, in Desire in Language: A Semiotic approach to Literature and Art (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1980, 210-236). For a similar argument in case of early Indian silent mythological
films where nationalism is explained in terms of innovative technological practice/dispensation/
adaptation, see Ashish Rajadhyaksha, ‘The Phalke Era: Conflict of Traditional Form and Modern
Technology’(Journal of Arts and Ideas 14/15, July-December, 1987, 47-78).
25
See ‘The Storyteller: Reflections on the works of Nikolai Leskov’ in Illuminations: Essays and
Reflections (New York: Schocken Books, 1969, 83-110).
26
Benjamin makes a similar argument about Paris boulevards designed by Haussman in Arcades
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as does his contemporary Kracaeur, commenting on the changing cityscape of Berlin.
27
See his three-part essay titled ‘The Problem of the Fetish’, in Res (Spring 1985, Spring
1987, and Autumn 1988). Pietz identifies the following features/symptoms of fetish-event
and/or fetish-object: (a) irreducible materiality, (b) singularity and repetition, (c) necessary
social valuation or value-addition as opposed to Idolatry that pertains to Faith and (religious)
Law, and (d) subjection of the human body (as the material locus of action and desire) to
certain ‘significant’ material objects that, although cut off from the body, appear to control
the former – pointing to lawlessness and irrationality as such – hence the purported operation
of a ‘natural law’, further associated with (colonial) anthropology’s/ethnology’s perception of
its factitious peculiarity among non-European tribes/natives.
28
There is a considerably large body of scholarly literature on this topic, namely the role (as
formal knowledge-practice and undifferentiated, under-theorized public notion/s) of historyas-discipline and memory-as-faculty and their possible combinations and/or overlappings
with occasional focus on the history of colonial encounters. Tim Mitchell’s discussion of the
1889 Paris exhibition in Colonizing Egypt (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), and
Bernard Cohn’s Foucauldian taxonomy of (what he calls) ‘investigative’ modalities as formative
strategy of imperialist (fundamentally disciplinary) rule in colonial India in Colonialism and its
Forms of Knowledge (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996) would be especially relevant
here. Additionally, Pierre Nora’s heuristic categories, such as ‘sites of memory’ and ‘real
environments of memory’ – the former replaces the latter in the course of (French) national
history according to him and is consecrated as signatures of authentic materiality, somewhat
like Benjamin’s ‘aura’ – could provide general insights as to how the emergence of history as a
formal, disciplinary, specialized (hence institutional) practice of knowledge and conventions
of memory/memorizing (formal mnemonic traditions in Antiquity, late medieval and early
Renaissance Europe discussed by Francis A. Yates for example, or sruti in ancient India) influence
each other. However, unproblematic application of Nora’s typology to explain the order of
things in India is ill advised because of very different histories of the postcolony. For a discussion
of these issues in recent continental philosophy, see P. Ricouer, Memory, History, Forgetting
(Illinois: University of Chicago Press, 2004). Ricouer draws attention to how the history of
memory and the historicization of memory can form a single dialectic, along with the respective
fault-line/s on each side: history’s claim to reduce memory to one of its subjects and the
claims of ‘collective memory’ to subjugate history by means of abuses of memory resulting
from political power or other pressure groups. In our case, the difference and possible/implied
opposition between school history textbook pedagogy and an organization of ‘collective
memory’ – itself constructed after the fact – complicates further the issue of formal-material/
institutional crystallization of the past per se, as seen in the Babari Musjid controversy and
the recent spat over the portrayal of Ambedkar in NCERT textbooks.
29
It is the standard principle of all modern democratic states presently to conceive of its
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population as summation of differentially enabled demographic units and design welfare policies
accordingly. Mandal Commission Report was placed in the Parliament by the then Prime
Minister V. P. Singh in 1989 and was followed by nationwide protests and self-immolations.
Singh’s proposition was defeated on the floor of the Parliament in the wake of heated debates
around the Babri Musjid issue in early November next year. Addressing the question of tribal/
dalit/backward community in terms of civic progress and rights discourse has been at the
centre of debates and policy discourse since. This ubiquitous discourse, a definite driving
force behind the Indus Valley as portrayed here, has often shown its flip sides.
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